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Discussion

Respond to the Discussion 
	This unit contains one Discussion Board question.

Read this question carefully so that you can post a response that addresses all aspects of the question.
You should also respond to at least two classmate’s postings for each thread; each response should contain a minimum of 100 words.
The Discussion Board grading rubric in the course syllabus will help you understand how this assignment will be graded. 
Question 1: 
The Good ol'Days 
Edward Jackson Email this Author
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What changes in government policy made American families more prosperous after World War II? 
After World War II, the face of America once again changed.  There are a few important things to note. 

One, Eisenhower really helped buildup the economy by reducing the Defense and military budgets; this gave Eisenhower the ability to lower taxes, balance the budget, and build us an interstate highway system (something we had never had before this). America also created the GI Bill.  This gave returning veterans the ability to achieve upward mobility, as well as start their own families (DuBois & Dumenil, 2012).

Two, America had a new enemy – the USSR.  With this new form of war, called the Cold War, Americans really wanted to build solid, stable lives; some even built fallout shelters with food and other supplies as a way of preparing for nuclear warfare.  All this preparation spurred economic growth.

These two things, along with the GDP over doubling from 1945 to 1960, led to prosperity amongst many households.

How did the prosperity start to change family culture and gender roles? 
With the above mentioned after WWII, families were really going back to more traditional gender roles.  Prosperity touched many people...and as the median income began to climb, so did consumerism. And, as living standards increased, consumerism really was geared towards women.  Why women?  Whereas men were seen as the breadwinners, women were seen as the rulers of the household.  Women definitely became the target of the marketing media stream as families began to build up their home lives. Large items like refrigerators, furniture, and televisions were all marketed directly to women.  But, was this a good thing?  Maybe, maybe not.  I think it forced women back into mediocrity. Perhaps this is just a phenomenon of prosperity. 
Imagine that you are living in this time period. How are you affected by these issues? 
I believe if I had survived the Great Depression and World War II, I would be very happy.  On top of that, middle-class America exploded onto the scene in a big way.  I would hope that I would be living in one of those quaint little neighborhoods.  The only real problems I see are of course the Cold War (nuclear fallout), and the mounting concern for civil rights...for the Civil Rights Movement (not everyone was benefiting from the economic boom).

Ask your classmates what they think about everything from consumerism and advertising to birth control and the “modern” American family as it develops in this time period. 
My fellow students, do you think consumerism was really geared to middle-class families only?  For as long as I can remember, I’ve heard that the middle-class drives the economy.  I wonder did this start in the 1950s?
Dubois, E.C. & Dumenil, L. (2012). Through women’s eyes (3rd ed.). Boston, MA: Bedford/St. Martin’s. 
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RE: The Good ol'Days 
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Hi Eddie - 

Your question to the class is an excellent one; the middle class would begin to slowly strengthen in the 1880s, but it would be the post-WWII era, and truly, the first 15 years after the war, in which the middle class became a powerhouse, of sorts.  Women were a strong part of this growth, partly because their increasing consumerism (and money earned on their own from working, too, in some cases) fueled the economy.  This next point is totally an aside, but I often laugh when I overhear comments made about women spending too much money; it was that "spending too much" element - on the part of women - that helped to truly solidify the US domestic economy in the wake of the war. ;)

Considering your points regarding the increase in advertisements targeting women in the post-war period and whether or not this was a positive element, do you think women were cognizant of the fact that ads often reflected a double standard?  Yes, society would recognize women as powerful in the sense of consumerism, but the ads often denigrated women in some sense by focusing on the domestic appeal - i.e., how a household appliance would leave more time for the husband and family, etc.

- Jennifer Harrison
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So, the good ol'days weren't always good, at least not for everyone.
The men and women knew about the class disparity back then…just as we know about it now.  We, and they, do nothing because the problem is enormous and society is weak.  We do our best to hide poverty, homelessness, and general class disparity.  So yes, the women knew about the marketing tactics of the past.

As far as forcing middle-class women back into domesticity, it was definitely a sign of the times.

---------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Philosophy Major/Liberal Studies
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What you say about women being valued in the workplace (or the lack thereof) in the past was very true.  The 1950s decade expected women to return home, men to return to work, and for family life to be considered paramount above all things.  So, this put women (especially mothers) back in the home…and working women became “skirts.”
Of Course the Golden Age wasn’t always golden; this was just the picture that was painted.  Shows like Father Knows Best, and Leave it to Beaver really promoted a family lifestyle and a certain living standard that wasn’t necessarily true for everyone.  I really believe the shows, magazines, and radio ads were really targeting the middle-class and middle-class women in particular.  In a way, middle-class women (even though domestic), were quite important.  The middle-class women really were one of the main driving factors of the successful economy.  As families were created and homes built, women were the ones spending the money.  Women served a central role…just not in the way they wanted.  And I say "not the way they wanted", because deep down, I believe women no longer wanted limited options, and no longer wanted to be chained to (what they thought was) mediocrity.


---------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
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You’re right about the Red Scare and Americans seeking to create stable lives…at least that is what history tells us.  I’m not really sure how having a stable home life is going to stop the Russians from dropping a nuke on us…but okay.  Every decade, for at least 150 years, Americans have needed a quest; we need to be fighting for something, or against something.  In the 1950s it was against communism, the mounting Civil Rights Movement, and in some ways, against and for domesticity.  We just can’t be content, even in the middle of prosperity. 

What I find fascinating is that everyone thinks they know how things are going to turn out; everyone thinks that their actions are the right actions.  Right from our reading material women were going to change things.  Women didn’t like the corruption in politics, women didn’t like war, and women didn’t like being forced into domesticity.  

But I’ll ask you this: How is society better because women are finally here?  I don’t believe it is.  If anything, it’s worse.  The deconstruction of the family has led to all time high crime rates.  Poverty and homelessness, though they did go down for awhile, are on the rise exponentially.  Americans are sliding down the education ladder.  Innovation, engineering, and our industrial value have plummeted on the world stage.  I’m not saying women are to blame for this…but I am saying women forgot about their mission.  Their mission was to make the world a better place.

When there is no one at home tending to the family, there is no family.  Try to search the 1950s history archives for middle school and high school massacres where children were the shooters; there aren't any.  While we're all off being individuals, our children are dying in the streets and schools.
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